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Abstract High-voltage laboratory experiments show that discharges in air, generated over a gap of
one meter with maximal voltage of 1 MV, may produce X-rays with photon energies up to 1 MeV. It has
been suggested that the photons are bremsstrahlung from electrons accelerated by the impulsive,
enhanced ﬁeld during collisions of negative and a positive streamers. To explore this process, we have
conducted the ﬁrst self-consistent particle simulations of streamer encounters. Our simulation model
is a 2-D, cylindrically symmetric, particle-in-cell code tracing the electron dynamics and solving the space
charge ﬁelds, with a Monte Carlo scheme accounting for collisions and ionization. We present the electron
density, the electric ﬁeld, and the velocity distribution as functions of space and time. Assuming a
background electric ﬁeld 1.5 times the breakdown ﬁeld, we ﬁnd that the electron density reaches
2 ⋅ 1021 m−3, the size of the encounter region is ∼3 ⋅ 10−12 m3 and that the ﬁeld enhances to ∼9 times
the breakdown ﬁeld during ∼10−11 s. We further ﬁnd that the radial component becomes comparable
to the parallel component, which together with angular scattering leads to an almost isotropic
distribution of electrons. This is consistent with laboratory observations that X-rays are emitted isotropically.
However, the maximum energy of electrons reached in the simulation is ∼600 eV, which is well below
the energies required to explain observations. The reason is that the encounter region is small in size
and duration. For the photon energies observed, the ﬁeld must be enhanced in a larger region and/or
for a longer time.
1. Introduction
In 1994, bursts of gamma rays from thunderstormsweredetected from theComptonGammaRayObservatory
satellite [Fishmanetal., 1994]. The discoverywas later conﬁrmedbymeasurements fromother satellites [Smith
et al., 2005; Briggs et al., 2010;Marisaldi et al., 2010; Tavani et al., 2011; Briggs et al., 2013; Østgaard et al., 2015;
Gjesteland et al., 2015; Chronis et al., 2015] that gave details of the energy spectrum and documenting that
these terrestrial gamma-ray ﬂashes (TGFs) have photon energies of up to 40MeV [Marisaldi et al., 2014]. While
TGFs were ﬁrst thought to be associated with high-altitude lightning in the stratosphere and mesosphere,
they were later shown to be associated with lighting inside the clouds [Østgaard et al., 2008; Hazelton et al.,
2009; Cummer et al., 2014].
High-energyphotonbeamshave also beenobserved in laboratory dischargesmimicking lightningon amuch
shorter spatial scale [Babich, 2003; Nguyen et al., 2008; Rahman et al., 2008;March and Montanyà, 2010; Shao
et al., 2011; Kochkin et al., 2012, 2014;Montanyà et al., 2015]. In recent work laboratory discharges with a peak
voltage of 1 MV in a 1 m gap between the electrodes have been observed to produce X-rays with energies of
up to 1MeV andwith characteristic energy of 160 keV emitted isotropically from the location of the discharge
[Kochkin et al., 2016].
The TGFs from lightning and the radiation from laboratory discharges are processes that both are gener-
ated in a two-step process: ﬁrst, electrons are accelerated to high energies, then they scatter at air molecules
producing photons through the bremsstrahlung process [Fishman et al., 1994; Torii et al., 2004; Dwyer, 2012;
Xu et al., 2012a]. For the acceleration of electrons in thunderstorms there are currently two classes of theories.
One considers a larger region surrounding the cloud where the electric ﬁeld drives relativistic runaway elec-
tron avalanches seeded by electrons with energies in the runaway regime created by cosmic ray ionization
of the atmosphere [Wilson, 1925; Gurevich et al., 1992; Dwyer, 2007, 2012; Babich et al., 2012; Gurevich and
Karashtin, 2013]. In the other theory, electrons are accelerated in the streamer-leader process in a smaller
region of high electric ﬁeld around the lightning leader tip [Carlson et al., 2010; Babich et al., 2011; Celestin and
Pasko, 2011; Xu et al., 2012a; Köhn et al., 2014; Köhn and Ebert, 2015].
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In laboratory discharges electrons are accelerated in the high ﬁeld tips of streamers [Moss et al., 2006;
Dwyer et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009;ChanrionandNeubert, 2010].Coorayetal. [2009] propose that the encounter of
two oppositely polarized streamers can enhance the electric ﬁeld for electrons to gain enough energy to pro-
duce observed X-rays. They consider discharges in an 80 cm long, rod-sphere air gap with voltages between
850 kV and 980 kV which they also investigated experimentally [Rahman et al., 2008]. They estimate theo-
retically that for distances of 5 mm to 5 cm between two encountering streamer heads, electrons can gain
energiesbetween∼100keVand∼400keV,which is suﬃciently high toproduce theX-rays reported inRahman
et al. [2008].
Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015] were the ﬁrst to investigate the emission of X-rays related to the encounter
of streamers. They use a two-step approach: ﬁrst, they calculate the motion of two colliding streamers with
a ﬂuid code to determine the temporal evolution of the electron density and the electric ﬁeld distribution.
In the second step they insert test electronswith an initial energy of 1 eV in the (time varying) electric ﬁeld and
simulate their acceleration and collisional interactions with a Monte Carlo code. They assume a background
electric ﬁeld of approximately 1.5 times the breakdownﬁeld and ﬁnd that the encounter onlywill produce few
photons with energies above 1 keV. The approach, however, does not inject electrons self-consistently with
the streamer formation and does not account for the formation of space charges created through ionization
by the test electrons.
Here we present, for the ﬁrst time, self-consistent simulations of streamer encounters using a particle-in-cell
code, following the electrons of the streamers and updating the electric ﬁeld, coupled with a Monte Carlo
scheme that account for collisional interactions and photoionization. Hence, we are able to resolve the eﬀect
of all space charges on the electric ﬁeld and to follow the acceleration of cold electrons in the streamer front.
A brief introduction of our model is presented in section 2. In section 3 we present and discuss our results on
the electric ﬁeld and density distributions, and on the electron velocity distributions in the encounter region.
Finally we summarize and conclude in section 4.
2. The Model
For our simulations we use a particle-in-cell (PIC) Monte Carlo code with cylinder symmetric domain. The size
of the domain is (Lr, Lz)=(1.25, 14)mmand has 150 grid points in r and 1200 grid points in z. After every time
stepwe solve Poisson’s equation for the electric potential induced by local space charges and from the poten-
tial we determine the electric ﬁeld. At the boundaries (z = 0, Lz) we use the Dirichlet boundary conditions
𝜙(r, 0) = 0 and 𝜙(r, Lz) = Eamb ⋅ Lz where Eamb is the ambient electric ﬁeld, and at (r = 0, Lr) we use Neumann
boundary conditions with 𝜕𝜙∕𝜕r=0.
The two streamers are initiated by two equal charge-neutral ionization patches of cold electrons in a Gaussian
density distribution with a peak electron (and ion) density of 1020 m−3 and an exponential width of 0.2 mm.
The two patches are centered on the axis of symmetry at Lz = 5.5 mm and at 9 mm. The atmosphere is at
standard temperature and pressure consisting of oxygen and nitrogen molecules with a number density of
2.547⋅1025 m−3. The ambient electric ﬁeld is 1.5 Ek , where Ek≈32 kV cm−1 is the classical breakdownﬁeld. Note
that the electric ﬁeld of a bidirectional streamer is slightly smaller than of a single-headed streamer [see, e.g.,
Qin et al., 2012]. For an overviewof the collision processes and photoionization electronswe refer to [Chanrion
and Neubert, 2008; Köhn et al., 2017].
Because of the growing number of electrons, we use an adaptive particle scheme whereby electrons may
be merged, conserving the charge distribution as well as the electron energy and momentum [Chanrion and
Neubert, 2008]. The scheme merges electrons cellwise, i.e., two electrons are merged only if they are within
the grid size of one cell. This method takes into account the local nature of streamers with intense ioniza-
tion waves in the streamer heads. Within one cell, we minimize numerical eﬀects originating from merging
electrons with diﬀerent energies, by merging two electrons only if they are close in energy space. To resolve
high-energy electrons and electrons within barely populated cells, we have also implemented a splitting
scheme. Super-electrons with energies above 150 eV and super-electrons solely populating one cell are split
leading to maximal 100 new computer-electrons with reduced weight.
We note that the setup of our simulation only covers a small cutout of the whole discharge process, namely,
the motion of two encountering streamers within a few millimeter distance. In reality discharges consist of
multiple streamers [Kochkin et al., 2014]. Hence, in our simulation, we are not able to resolve the electric ﬁeld
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Figure 1. (ﬁrst row) The electron density, (second row) the absolute value of the electric ﬁeld, (third row) Ez , and (fourth
row) Er at diﬀerent time steps.
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proﬁle induced by the interaction of more than two streamers. We cannot exclude that the electric ﬁeld
reaches higher or lower or that the duration of high electric ﬁelds is longer than we will discuss in the next
section. However, as in Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015], we have already chosen a high ambient ﬁeld com-
pared to experiments [Nijdam et al., 2010] to maximize the probability of X-ray emission. Besides the missing
inﬂuence among several streamers, also the electron number in our simulation is much less than the electron
number in a whole discharge.
3. Results
3.1. Streamer Formation and Encounter
The electron density and the electric ﬁeld are shown at diﬀerent time steps in Figure 1. Figure 1 (ﬁrst row)
shows density and the following rows the total electric ﬁeld E and its components Ez and Er . The background
electric ﬁeld is directeddownward. Starting fromtwoelectronpatches (a), twobidirectional streamers form (b)
where the upper halves are negative and the lower halves positive streamers. The two approaching streamer
fronts meet after approximately 1.76 ns (c) and have collapsed at the end of the simulation at 1.91 ns (d). We
provide an animation of the streamer evolution up to 2.1 ns in the supporting information.
We see that the positive fronts carry a higher electron density and propagate with a smaller front radius than
the negative fronts. After the formation of the bidirectional streamers and before the encounter, the total ﬁeld
at the negative fronts reaches approximately 4.5 Ek and at the positive fronts 5.5 Ek . During the encounter (c),
the ﬁeld between the two streamers reaches almost 9 Ek , declining to 2 Ek after 0.02 ns.
It is custom todiscuss runawayelectron accelerationunder the simplistic assumption that the electronmotion
and its acceleration are aligned with the electric ﬁeld (forward scattering). In this view, all electrons are in
the runaway regime with an electric ﬁeld magnitude of approximately 8Ek , e.g., the force of the electric ﬁeld
acting on electrons is larger than the frictional force of air molecules. However, we have previously shown
that angular scattering is important and places severe limitations on the production of runaway electrons
[Chanrion et al., 2016]. We will return to this point in the following subsection when we present the results on
the electron velocity distribution.
Figures 1 (third row) and 1 (fourth row) show Ez and Er . We see that when the streamers have formed, and
before the encounter (b), Ez is larger than Er as expected, but note that at the positive streamer front (with
the highest electron density) the r component reaches comparable values, with Er ∼3.5 Ek and Ez ∼ 4.5Ek . We
return also to this point in the following subsection.
The velocities of the two encountering streamer fronts are compared to the velocities of the two heads of a
single bidirectional streamer in Figure 2a. For that purpose we initiated the single bidirectional streamer from
one electron-ion patch placed at 7 mm with the same Gaussian density distribution and ambient ﬁeld as for
the initial two charge-neutral ionization patches. For both cases, the single bidirectional streamer and the
two encountering streamers, we have calculated the velocity as a change in the position of the peak electric
ﬁelds of the moving (and encountering) streamer fronts. After the streamer formation phase, all fronts prop-
agate with an increasing velocity, the negative fronts with a higher velocity than the positive ones consistent
with past work [Luque et al., 2008; Naidis, 2009; Qin and Pasko, 2014]. We also see that the colliding stream-
ers accelerate faster than the single ones after ≈1 ns, giving the appearance of mutual attraction between
the two opposite polarity streamer fronts. It implies that at this point in time, the electric ﬁeld of one front
reaches to the other and adds to it, thereby increasing the total ﬁeld of the fronts, which leads to faster propa-
gation velocities [Briels et al., 2008]. At this time the two attracting fronts are approximately within 2mm from
each other.
3.2. During the Encounter
We now take a closer look at the encounter region where the electric ﬁeld reaches its highest values and
discuss the acceleration of electrons in that region. First, we look at the size of the region with high ﬁeld and
estimate the number of electrons it contains.
The electron density and the electric ﬁeld in the r, z plane from z=7–8mm are shown in Figure 3 just before,
during, and after the encounter. The positive streamer (propagating downward) carries densities reaching
∼1021 m−3 with the negative streamer reaching ∼1020 m−3. When the streamers have combined (Figure 3,
bottom row), the region of high electron density reaches its maximum extent of about 0.1 mm in the radial
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Figure 2. (a) The velocity of the negative and of the positive streamer fronts of a single streamer and of two approaching
streamers as a functions of time. (b) The maximum electric ﬁeld Emax as a function of time for the encounter region in
our simulations (full) and for the whole simulation domain for Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015] (dash dotted).
direction and 0.2 mm in the axial direction for a volume of ∼6 ⋅10−12 m3. With an estimated density of ∼5 ⋅
1020 m−3 we ﬁnd the number of electrons in the volume to be ∼3 ⋅ 109. The electric ﬁeld intensiﬁes at the
encounter reaching values above those of a single positive streamer (∼5Ek) in a region approximately half of
the volume of the high density region or ∼3 ⋅ 10−12 m3. The ﬁeld maximizes at the encounter, driving high
ionization rates which leads to the higher electron density, which in turn shorts the ﬁeld as in [Ihaddadene
and Celestin, 2015]. This is why the ﬁeldmaximum (Figure 3, middle row) occurs before the density maximum
(Figure 3, bottom row).
The on-axis density and electric ﬁeld in the encounter region are shown in Figure 4. The plots allow us to
read oﬀ more precise values of the ﬁelds and densities, which maximize on the axis. We see that during the
encounter (Figure 4, second panel) the density peaks at∼6 ⋅1020 m−3 and the electric ﬁeld at∼9 Ek while after
additional 0.02 ns, the density has increased to ∼2 ⋅ 1021 m−3 and the electric ﬁeld decreased to a maximum
of ∼3 Ek . The full temporal evolution of the on-axis electric ﬁeld up to 2.1 ns is added as the supporting infor-
mation which is similar to the material provided by Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015]. In contrast to their work,
however, we provide the electric ﬁeld of two bidirectional streamers which gives a detailed view on the ﬁeld
between the streamer tips of theencounter regionandof the streamer tips close to the simulationboundaries.
Figure 3. A close-up of the region z = 7–8 mm. The electron density is in the left column and the total electric ﬁeld in
the right column. (top row) t = 1.71, (middle row) 1.76, and (bottom row) 1.78 ns.
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Figure 4. The density (solid) and electric ﬁeld (dashed) along the z axis for z=7–8 mm. (ﬁrst panel) t=1.71,
(second panel) 1.76, (third panel) 1.78, and (fourth panel) 1.83 ns.
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Figure 5. The two-dimensional electron distribution df2∕(dv⟂dvz) in velocity space in the region z=7–8 mm after
(a) t=1.71, (b) 1.76, and (c) 1.78 ns as well as (d) the integrated velocity distribution df∕dv⟂,z after 1.76 ns. In addition,
the right halves of Figures 5a–5c show isocontour lines of the electron distribution.
We observe that before the encounter, there is a strongly reduced electric ﬁeld between the encountering
region and the outer streamer tips. Additionally, we also observe that not only in the encounter region but
also at the streamer tips the ﬁeld increases and that the ﬁeld at these streamer stays between 4Ek and 6Ek
even after the collapse of the ﬁeld in the encounter region.
Theelectron velocity distributiond2f∕(dvzdv⟂) for electrons in the range z=7–8mm is shown in Figure 5a–5c.
Theblack circles are equi-energy curves at 100 eV and400 eV. Just before the encounter the electron velocities
are limited to below ∼5 ⋅ 106 m/s (∼70 eV) and at the encounter, the electron number grows and their veloc-
ity doubles with a few electrons reaching 15 ⋅ 106 m/s or 640 eV. After the encounter, and within 0.02 ns, their
velocities decline to before the encounter, while their number density remains high. As supporting infor-
mation we have added a movie of the velocity distribution of electrons in the encounter region up to 2.1 ns.
The right halves of Figures 5a–5c show the isocontour lines of the velocity distribution. Whereas the elec-
tron distribution is isotropic after 1.71 ns and 1.78 ns, the motion of electrons with energies of above 100 eV
after 1.76 ns is slightly shifted into the forward direction. Figure 5d shows the velocity distributions df∕dv⟂,z
along v⟂ or along vz . It shows that the velocity distribution perpendicular to the ambient ﬁeld is symmet-
ric whereas the velocity distribution parallel to the ambient ﬁeld is slightly asymmetric. Because of the high
ﬁeld magnitude in z direction, the overall isotropy of the velocity distribution is perhaps surprising but is
caused by the signiﬁcant magnitude of the radial component of the electric ﬁeld and of angular scattering,
as mentioned in the previous subsection, combined with a too short duration of the ﬁeld enhancement. This
is consistent with the laboratory observations that bremsstrahlung photons in their discharges appear to be
emitted isotropically [Kochkin et al., 2016].
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The maximum electric ﬁeld in the encounter region as a function of time is shown in Figure 2b together with
the maximum ﬁelds in the whole simulation domain of Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015]. Whereas we have
used a background ﬁeld of 48 kV cm−1, Ihaddadene and Celestin used 40 kV cm−1 (dotted) and 60 kV cm−1
(dashed). The curves show a general agreement between our PIC approach and their ﬂuid approach, e.g., a
very narrow peak in the ﬁeld followed by a sudden drop. From the time sequence we estimate that the time
the electric ﬁeld is above the value of a single positive streamer (∼5 Ek) is less than 1 ⋅10−11s. A diﬀerence that
may be important is that after the coalescence of the streamers, the electric ﬁeld remains high and close to
2 Ek within ≈100 ps after the encounter in a larger region as seen in Figures 3 and 4.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
We are now prepared to discuss the maximum electron acceleration expected in the encounter, e.g., with
no scattering from ambient molecules, and to compare those to the actual acceleration shown in Figure 5.
We estimated the maximum spatial dimension of the high-ﬁeld region to 0.1 mm, the maximum temporal
duration to 0.01 ns and the ﬁeldmaximumto28MVm−1. Assuming that the average, eﬀective values are really
only half of that, we ﬁnd that the energy gain of acceleration across the region, Emaxdz, which gives ∼700 eV,
or alternatively that the velocity gain during the time of acceleration, dv=∼ q∕m ∗ Emaxdt, is ∼430 eV. These
energy values are consistent with the energies of electrons reached in the particle code. Note that we split all
computer electronswith energies above 150 eV, and as such, they represent single real electrons. After 1.76 ns
there are 33194 electrons with energies above 150 eV, 9 electrons above 400 eV, and 1 electron above 500 eV;
the energy distribution above 150 eV can be ﬁtted by an exponential∼ exp(E∕E0)with a characteristic energy
of approximately 40 eV.
This result implies that the acceleration of two colliding streamers, relative to acceleration in a single streamer
front, is quite modest because of the small encounter region and the short duration of an encounter. On the
other hand, we estimated the number of electrons in the encounter zone to ∼3 ⋅ 109 but sample these with
computer electrons representing up to eight million real electrons and therefore do not represent the ﬁnite
probability that a few electrons may reach energies of 150 eV and higher into the keV regime. We note that
after the encounter, our ﬁeld remains at a relative high value of∼2 Ek in a larger region (Figures 3 and 4) within
≈100 ps in contrast to the results of Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015] where the ﬁeld drops below Ek within
≈50 ps; thus, if electrons reach above the conventional threshold energy at that electric ﬁeld, which is∼3 keV,
further acceleration outside of the encounter zone is possible. The temporal evolution of the on-axis ﬁeld
demonstrates that in contrast to thework of IhaddadeneandCelestin [2015], the electric ﬁelds at the tips of the
newly formed double-headed streamer get elevated after the decline of the ﬁeld in the encounter region. The
ﬁeld values of above 4 Ek on the negative side and 6 Ek on the positive sidemight provide further acceleration
of electrons in the vicinity of the streamer tips.
We note here that the appearance of high-energy electrons in simulations depends also on the particle
management.Wemay, therefore, evenwith aparticle code, havemissed the fewelectrons needed to enter the
runaway regime.
With the above inmind, wemay also suggest that a larger background electric ﬁeld than adopted here (1.5 Ek)
would lead to the energies required to explain experiments. Such ﬁelds could, for instance, be present close
to leader or space leader tips.
Ihaddadene andCelestin haveused a simulation setup similar to ours, but insteadof simulating the collisionof
two encountering streamers with a particle-in-cell code, they use a plasma ﬂuid code and do not resolve indi-
vidual electrons, present the electron energy distribution or make a statement about the degree of isotropy.
They estimate that during the encounter at most 2000 out of 13 ⋅109 electrons gain energies above 1 keV and
that subsequently in average only 0.02 X-rays with energies above 1 keV can be produced. Note that they set
the electric ﬁeld such that the emission of X-rays is maximized. The rest of the electrons are supposed to have
energies below 1 keV which is consistent with our estimations.
Finally, we observe that the current conﬁguration is not suitable to produce suﬃciently many electrons with
energies above 1 keV and subsequently X-rayswith energies above the same energywhere the limiting factor
is the duration of the collision rather than the peak ﬁeld (as in Ihaddadene and Celestin [2015]). However, we
cannot completely exclude the production of high-energy electrons since the appearance of high-energy
electrons also depends on the particle management.
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Finally, with the particle-in-cell code, we have observed that the electron beam moves almost isotropically
between the two encountering streamer fronts, with a slight forward shift for electrons above 100 eV, which
gives a hint why X-rays have been measured to be emitted isotropically [Kochkin et al., 2016]. In future work,
we will elaborate whether high background ﬁelds as they occur in the vicinity of leader tips will lead to the
production of a signiﬁcant X-ray signal.
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